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ProQuest One Academic
One Unified Experience, Four Extraordinary Resources

“This outstanding one-stop gateway is invaluable, enabling users to find books, journals, videos,
[audio], dissertations, and more without having to switch platforms.” (Library Journal, April 2020)
For the first time, your library can have access to the world’s largest curated collection of essential content,
all in one place. With ProQuest One Academic, four core multi-disciplinary products – ProQuest Central,
Academic Complete, Academic Video Online and ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global – are now
available and cross-searchable on the same user-friendly, responsive, award-winning ProQuest Platform.

Unified Experience

Varied Content

Value

Simpler Administration

Search books, journals, video,
news, and dissertations – without
leaving the ProQuest Platform.

Meet the needs of students and
faculty with a multidisciplinary
content collection for teaching,
learning and research.

Get affordable access to
ProQuest’s largest and most-used
multidisciplinary collections.

Save administrative time by
reducing the number of platforms
to configure and manage.

proquest.com
To talk to the sales department, contact us at
1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.

What’s Included

ProQuest Central™

Academic Video Online

Academic Complete®

ProQuest Central brings
together the world’s most-used
databases to create the most
complete, diverse, and relevant
multidisciplinary research
collection available. You’ll find
content across all major subject
areas, including business, health
and medical (including nursing),
social sciences, arts and
humanities, education, science,
engineering and religion.

Academic Video Online is the
most comprehensive streaming
video subscription available to
libraries. Curated for the
educational experience,
Academic Video Online includes
almost 70,000 titles spanning
the widest range of subject
areas including anthropology,
business, counseling, film,
health, history, music, and more.
More than 14,000 titles are
exclusive to ProQuest.

Academic Complete gives
libraries an affordable, critical
mass of nearly 184,000 titles
with unlimited, multi-user
access, powerful research
tools and DRM-free chapter
downloads. With a focus on
quality over quantity, Academic
Complete’s hand- selected titles
from leading publishers support
curricula, graduation rate trends
and emerging courses.

ProQuest Dissertations &
Theses Global™
ProQuest Dissertation & Theses
Global is the largest digital
collection of graduate works, with
nearly 5 million dissertations and
theses (2.6 million in full text).
Designated as an official offsite
repository for the U.S. Library of
Congress, this database offers
comprehensive historic and
ongoing coverage from over
100 countries.

“Essentially, ProQuest is offering a wide
variety of source types used for academic
research in a single, cross-searchable
platform and continues to deliver the awardwinning usability librarians and library users
have come to expect.”

“ProQuest One Academic will give us
the opportunity to consolidate existing
resources and deliver access to a wealth
of new high-quality journal, ebook, video,
dissertation and news content to our user
community in a cost-effective way.”

Amanda Kraft, User Experience Coordinator,

Sarah Robbins, Digital Content Services Team Leader

College of Charleston Library

at Liverpool John Moores University

ProQuest One Academic Benefits
Libraries
• Support distance teaching and learning
• Serve all users with one multi-format, cross- disciplinary collection
• Provide access through discovery services and Google Scholar
Faculty and Students
• Get unmatched, award-winning user experience
• Access one-stop gateway to authoritative content across formats
• Gain impressive robust data sets from journals, newspapers,
dissertations all in one location

proquest.com

For more information, visit
www.proquest.com/go/pq1academic
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